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analysis because the revised guidelines
maximum if the enhancement did not ap-
ply to these counts would be 2,160 months,
more than three times the sentence im-
posed. And the record provided no reason
to believe that this additional reduction
would have affected the district court’s
decision that the enhancement ‘‘is not go-
ing to affect the ultimate sentence I im-
pose.’’ Because Hansen forfeited any ob-
jection on Counts 3 and 4, the district
court had no reason to state specifically
that the statutory maximum on those
counts did not affect the ultimate sentence.
Thus, the issue first raised in the petition
for rehearing does not warrant rehearing
and would afford no basis for § 2255 relief.
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ORDER

THOMAS, Chief Judge:

Upon the vote of a majority of nonre-
cused active judges, it is ordered that this
case be reheard en banc pursuant to Fed-
eral Rule of Appellate Procedure 35(a) and
Circuit Rule 35-3. The three-judge panel
disposition in this case shall not be cited as
precedent by or to any court of the Ninth
Circuit.

Judge Graber did not participate in the
deliberations or vote in this case.
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Background:  Provider of software that
help internet users filter unwanted content
from their computers brought action
against competitor, alleging violations of
New York state law and the Lanham Act’s
false advertising provision, based on the
allegation that competitor configured its
software to block users from accessing
provider’s software in order to divert pro-
vider’s customers. The United States Dis-
trict Court for the Northern District of
California, No. 5:17-cv-02915-EJD, Ed-
ward J. Davila, J., 2017 WL 5153698,
granted competitor’s motion to dismiss.
Provider appealed.

Holdings:  On denial of rehearing, as mat-
ters of apparent first impression, the
Court of Appeals, Schroeder, Senior Cir-
cuit Judge, held that:

(1) ‘‘Good Samaritan’’ provision of the
Communications Decency Act does not
immunize blocking and filtering deci-
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sions that are driven by anticompeti-
tive animus;

(2) provider plausibly alleged that its com-
petitor blocked its users from accessing
provider’s software for anticompetitive
reasons, as would fall outside of the
immunity provided by ‘‘Good Samari-
tan’’ provision of the Communications
Decency Act, for purposes of claims for
deceptive business practices and tor-
tious interference with business and
contractual relations under New York
law;

(3) intellectual property exception to the
‘‘Good Samaritan’’ provision of the
Communications Decency Act does not
apply to false advertising claims
brought under the Lanham Act, unless
the claim itself involves intellectual
property;

(4) Lanham Act claim brought by provider
was not a claim ‘‘pertaining to intellec-
tual property law’’ within the meaning
of intellectual property exception to
‘‘Good Samaritan’’ provision of the
Communications Decency Act; and

(5) provider plausibly alleged that its com-
petitor blocked its users from accessing
provider’s software for anticompetitive
reasons, as would fall outside of the
immunity provided by ‘‘Good Samari-
tan’’ provision of the Communications
Decency Act, for purposes of false ad-
vertising claim under the Lanham Act.

Reversed and remanded.

Rawlinson, Circuit Judge, filed a dissent-
ing opinion.

Opinion, 938 F.3d 1026, superseded.

1. Telecommunications O1344
For purposes of the ‘‘Good Samari-

tan’’ provision of the Communications De-
cency Act, which immunizes computer-
software providers from liability for ac-
tions taken to help users block certain
types of unwanted, online material, provid-

ers do not have unfettered discretion to
declare online content objectionable and
blocking and filtering decisions that are
driven by anticompetitive animus are not
entitled to immunity.  Communications
Act of 1934, § 230, 47 U.S.C.A. § 230.

2. Telecommunications O1344
‘‘Good Samaritan’’ provision of the

Communications Decency Act, which im-
munizes computer-software providers from
liability for actions taken to help users
block certain types of unwanted, online
material does not provide unlimited immu-
nity; interpreting provision to give provid-
ers unbridled discretion to block online
content would enable and potentially moti-
vate internet-service providers to act for
their own, and not the public, benefit.
Communications Act of 1934, § 230, 47
U.S.C.A. § 230.

3. Telecommunications O1344
‘‘Good Samaritan’’ provision of the

Communications Decency Act, which im-
munizes computer-software providers from
liability for actions taken to help users
block certain types of unwanted, online
material, does not immunize blocking and
filtering decisions that are driven by anti-
competitive animus; such provision gives
providers discretion to identify objectiona-
ble content in large part to protect compe-
tition, not suppress it.  Communications
Act of 1934, § 230, 47 U.S.C.A. § 230(c)(2).

4. Telecommunications O1344
General, catchall phrase ‘‘otherwise

objectionable’’ in ‘‘Good Samaritan’’ provi-
sion of the Communications Decency Act,
which immunizes computer-software pro-
viders from liability for actions taken to
help users block certain types of unwant-
ed, online material, is not limited to mate-
rial that is sexual or violent in nature; the
specific categories preceding catchall vary
greatly, as material that is lewd or lascivi-
ous is not necessarily similar to material
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that is violent or harassing, and even if
ejusdem generis did apply to teach that
catchall should be construed to reference
listed categories, spam, malware, and ad-
ware could fairly be placed close enough to
harassing materials to at least be called
‘‘otherwise objectionable’’ while still being
faithful to the principle of ejusdem generis.
Communications Act of 1934, § 230, 47
U.S.C.A. § 230(c)(2).

See publication Words and Phrases
for other judicial constructions and
definitions.

5. Statutes O1160
The principle of ‘‘ejusdem generis’’

teaches that when a generic term in a
statute follows specific terms, the generic
term should be construed to reference sub-
jects akin to those with the specific enu-
meration.

See publication Words and Phrases
for other judicial constructions and
definitions.

6. Statutes O1160
If enumerated categories in a statute

are not similar, they provide little or no
assistance in interpreting a more general
category.

7. Antitrust and Trade Regulation
O296

 Telecommunications O1344
 Torts O241, 242

Provider of software that help inter-
net users filter unwanted content from
their computers plausibly alleged that its
competitor blocked its users from access-
ing provider’s software for anticompetitive
reasons, as would fall outside of the immu-
nity provided by ‘‘Good Samaritan’’ provi-
sion of the Communications Decency Act,
which immunizes computer-software pro-
viders from liability for actions taken to
help users block certain types of unwant-
ed, online material, for purposes of claims
for deceptive business practices and tor-
tious interference with business and con-
tractual relations under New York law.

Communications Act of 1934, § 230, 47
U.S.C.A. § 230(c)(2); N.Y. General Busi-
ness Law § 349.

8. Antitrust and Trade Regulation O22
Although much of the Lanham Act

addresses the registration, use, and in-
fringement of trademarks and related
marks, section governing false association
and false advertising is one of the few
provisions that goes beyond trademark
protection.  Lanham Trade-Mark Act,
§ 43, 15 U.S.C.A. § 1125(a).

9. Telecommunications O1344
The intellectual property exception to

‘‘Good Samaritan’’ provision of the Com-
munications Decency Act (CDA), which im-
munizes computer-software providers from
liability for actions taken to help users
block certain types of unwanted, online
material, is a limitation on immunity, and
the CDA’s stated congressional purpose
counsels against an expansive interpreta-
tion of the exception that would diminish
the scope of immunity.  Communications
Act of 1934, § 230, 47 U.S.C.A. § 230(e)(2).

10. Antitrust and Trade Regulation
O69

 Telecommunications O1344
If the intellectual property law excep-

tion to ‘‘Good Samaritan’’ provision of the
Communications Decency Act, which im-
munizes computer-software providers from
liability for actions taken to help users
block certain types of unwanted, online
material, were to encompass any claim
raised under the Lanham Act, including
false advertising claims that do not direct-
ly involve intellectual property rights, it
would create a potential for new liability
that would upset, rather than preserve, the
vibrant culture of innovation on the inter-
net that Congress envisioned.  Lanham
Trade-Mark Act, § 43, 15 U.S.C.A.
§ 1125(a)(1)(B); Communications Act of
1934, § 230, 47 U.S.C.A. § 230(e)(2).
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11. Antitrust and Trade Regulation
O69

 Copyrights and Intellectual Property
O109

 Patents O1611

 Telecommunications O1344

 Trademarks O1520

Intellectual property exception to the
‘‘Good Samaritan’’ provision of the Com-
munications Decency Act, which immu-
nizes computer-software providers from li-
ability for actions taken to help users block
certain types of unwanted, online material,
encompasses claims pertaining to an estab-
lished intellectual property right under
federal law, like those inherent in a patent,
copyright, or trademark, but does not ap-
ply to false advertising claims brought un-
der the Lanham Act, unless the claim itself
involves intellectual property.  Lanham
Trade-Mark Act, § 43, 15 U.S.C.A.
§ 1125(a)(1)(B); Communications Act of
1934, § 230, 47 U.S.C.A. § 230(e)(2).

12. Antitrust and Trade Regulation
O69

Lanham Act claim brought by provid-
er of software that help internet users
filter unwanted content from their comput-
ers, alleging that its competitor mischarac-
terized provider’s most popular software
programs in order to divert customers to
competitor, was not a claim ‘‘pertaining to
intellectual property law’’ within the mean-
ing of intellectual property exception to
‘‘Good Samaritan’’ provision of the Com-
munications Decency Act, which immu-
nizes computer-software providers from li-
ability for actions taken to help users block
certain types of unwanted, online material;
such claim derived from the Lanham Act’s
false advertising provision, and did not
relate to or involve trademark rights or
any other intellectual property rights.
Lanham Trade-Mark Act, § 43, 15

U.S.C.A. § 1125(a); Communications Act of
1934, § 230, 47 U.S.C.A. § 230(e)(2).

See publication Words and Phrases
for other judicial constructions and
definitions.

13. Antitrust and Trade Regulation
O76

Provider of software that help inter-
net users filter unwanted content from
their computers plausibly alleged that its
competitor blocked its users from access-
ing provider’s software for anticompetitive
reasons, as would fall outside of the immu-
nity provided by ‘‘Good Samaritan’’ provi-
sion of the Communications Decency Act,
which immunizes computer-software pro-
viders from liability for actions taken to
help users block certain types of unwant-
ed, online material, for purposes of false
advertising claim under the Lanham Act.
Lanham Trade-Mark Act, § 43, 15
U.S.C.A. § 1125(a); Communications Act of
1934, § 230, 47 U.S.C.A. § 230(e)(2).

West Codenotes

Recognized as Unconstitutional

47 U.S.C.A. § 223

Appeal from the United States District
Court for the Northern District of Califor-
nia, Edward J. Davila, District Judge, Pre-
siding, D.C. No. 5:17-cv-02915-EJD

Terry Budd (argued), Budd Law PLLC,
Wexford, Pennsylvania; Christopher M.
Verdini and Anna Shabalov, K&L Gates
LLP, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania; Edward P.
Sangster, K&L Gates LLP, San Francisco,
California; for Plaintiff-Appellant.

Tyler G. Newby (argued), Guinevere L.
Jobson, and Sapna Mehta, Fenwick &
West LLP, San Francisco, California; Ben-
jamin A. Field, Neal Kumar Katyal, and
Reedy Swanson, Hogan Lovells US LLP,
Washington, D.C.; for Defendant-Appellee.
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Sophia Cope and Aaron Mackey, Elec-
tronic Frontier Foundation, San Francisco,
California, for Amici Curiae Electronic
Frontier Foundation and CAUCE North
America. Venkat Balasubramani, Focal
PLLC, Seattle, Washington; Eric Gold-
man, Professor; Jess Miers, Law Student;
Santa Clara University School of Law,
Santa Clara, California; for Amici Curiae
Cybersecurity Law Professors.

Anna-Rose Mathieson and Charles Ka-
gay, California Appellate Law Group LLP,
San Francisco, California, for Amicus Cu-
riae ESET, LLC.

Brian M. Willen, Wilson Sonsini Good-
rich & Rosati, New York, New York; Lau-
ren Gallo White, Wilson Sonsini Goodrich
& Rosati, San Francisco, California; for
Amicus Curiae Internet Association.

Before: MARY M. SCHROEDER and
JOHNNIE B. RAWLINSON, Circuit
Judges, and ROBERT S. LASNIK,*
District Judge.

Dissent by Judge RAWLINSON

ORDER

The opinion filed September 12, 2019
(Docket Entry No. 42), and appearing at
938 F.3d 1026, is withdrawn and replaced
by an amended opinion concurrently filed
with this order.

With these amendments, Judge Rawlin-
son voted to grant the petition for panel
rehearing. Judges Schroeder and Lasnik
voted to deny the petition for panel re-
hearing. Judge Rawlinson voted to grant
the petition for rehearing en banc. Judges
Schroeder and Lasnik recommended deny-
ing the petition for rehearing en banc.

The full court has been advised of the
petition for rehearing en banc and no
judge has requested a vote on whether to

rehear the matter en banc. Fed. R. App. P.
35.

The petition for rehearing and petition
for rehearing en banc are DENIED. No
further petitions for rehearing or rehear-
ing en banc will be entertained.

OPINION

SCHROEDER, Circuit Judge:

OVERVIEW

This dispute concerns § 230, the so-
called ‘‘Good Samaritan’’ provision of the
Communications Decency Act of 1996, en-
acted primarily to protect minors from
harmful online viewing. The provision im-
munizes computer-software providers from
liability for actions taken to help users
block certain types of unwanted, online
material. The provision expressly de-
scribes material of a violent or sexual na-
ture, but also includes a catchall for mate-
rial that is ‘‘otherwise objectionable.’’ 47
U.S.C. § 230(c)(2). We have previously rec-
ognized that the provision establishes a
subjective standard whereby internet
users and software providers decide what
online material is objectionable. See Zango
Inc. v. Kaspersky Lab, Inc., 568 F.3d 1169,
1173 (9th Cir. 2009).

The parties to this dispute are both pro-
viders of software that help internet users
filter unwanted content from their comput-
ers. Plaintiff-Appellant Enigma Software
Group USA, LLC has alleged violations of
New York state law and a violation of the
Lanham Act’s false advertising provision.
Each claim is based on the allegation that
defendant, Malwarebytes Inc., has config-
ured its software to block users from ac-
cessing Enigma’s software in order to di-
vert Enigma’s customers. The district
court, relying on Zango, dismissed the ac-

* The Honorable Robert S. Lasnik, United
States District Judge for the Western District

of Washington, sitting by designation.
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tion as barred by § 230’s broad recognition
of immunity. We did not hold in Zango,
however, that the immunity was limitless.

This case differs from Zango in that
here the parties are competitors. In this
appeal Enigma contends that the ‘‘other-
wise objectionable’’ catchall is not broad
enough to encompass a provider’s objec-
tion to a rival’s software in order to sup-
press competition. Enigma points to Judge
Fisher’s concurrence in Zango warning
against an overly expansive interpretation
of the provision that could lead to anticom-
petitive results. We heed that warning and
reverse the district court’s decision that
read Zango to require such an interpreta-
tion. We hold that the phrase ‘‘otherwise
objectionable’’ does not include software
that the provider finds objectionable for
anticompetitive reasons.

Malwarebytes contends that it had legit-
imate reasons for finding Enigma’s soft-
ware objectionable apart from any anti-
competitive effect, and that immunity
should therefore apply on Enigma’s state-
law claims, even if the district court erred
in its interpretation of Zango. We con-
clude, however, that Enigma’s allegations
of anticompetitive animus are sufficient to
withstand dismissal.

Enigma’s federal claim warrants an ad-
ditional analytical step. The CDA’s immu-
nity provision contains an exception for
intellectual property claims, stating that
‘‘[n]othing in this section shall be con-
strued to limit or expand any law pertain-
ing to intellectual property.’’ 47 U.S.C.
§ 230(e)(2). Enigma has brought a false
advertising claim under the Lanham Act, a
federal statute that deals with trademarks.

Enigma contends that the false advertising
claim is one ‘‘pertaining to intellectual
property’’ and thus outside the scope of
§ 230 immunity.

Although it is true that the Lanham Act
itself deals with intellectual property, i.e.
trademarks, Enigma’s false advertising
claim does not relate to trademarks or any
other type of intellectual property. The
district court therefore correctly held that
the intellectual property exception to im-
munity does not apply to the false adver-
tising claim. The district court went on to
hold that under Zango’s application of
§ 230 immunity, Malwarebytes was im-
mune from liability for false advertising.
As with Enigma’s state law claims, we hold
that the district court read Zango too
broadly in dismissing the federal claim. We
therefore reverse the judgment on this
claim as well.

STATUTORY BACKGROUND

This appeal centers on the immunity
provision contained in § 230(c)(2) of the
Communications Decency Act (‘‘CDA’’), 47
U.S.C. § 230(c)(1996). The CDA, which was
enacted as part of the Telecommunications
Act of 1996, contains this ‘‘Good Samari-
tan’’ provision that, in subparagraph B,
immunizes internet-service providers from
liability for giving internet users the tech-
nical means to restrict access to the types
of material described in the subparagraph
A. Id. § 230(c)(2)(B). The material, as de-
scribed in that subparagraph, is ‘‘material
that the provider or user considers to be
obscene, lewd, lascivious, filthy, excessively
violent, harassing, or otherwise objectiona-
ble.’’ Id. § 230(c)(2)(A).1

1. Section 230(c) is entitled ‘‘Protection for
‘Good Samaritan’ blocking and screening of
offensive material.’’ The relevant subsection
(2), ‘‘Civil liability,’’ states, in full, as follows:

‘‘No provider or user of an interactive com-
puter service shall be held liable on account
of –

(A) any action voluntarily taken in good
faith to restrict access to or availability of
material that the provider or user considers
to be obscene, lewd, lascivious, filthy, ex-
cessively violent, harassing, or otherwise
objectionable, whether or not such material
is constitutionally protected; or
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This grant of immunity dates back to
the early days of the internet when con-
cerns first arose about children being able
to access online pornography. Parents
could not program their computers to
block online pornography, and this was at
least partially due to a combination of trial
court decisions in New York that had de-
terred the creation of online-filtration ef-
forts. In the first case, Cubby, Inc. v.
CompuServe, Inc., a federal court held
that passive providers of online services
and content were not charged with knowl-
edge of, or responsibility for, the content
on their network. See 776 F. Supp. 135,
139–43 (S.D.N.Y. 1991). Therefore, if a
provider remained passive and uninvolved
in filtering third-party material from its
network, the provider could not be held
liable for any offensive content it carried
from third parties. See id.

The corollary of this rule, as later artic-
ulated by a New York state trial court,
was that once a service provider under-
took to filter offensive content from its
network, it assumed responsibility for any
offensive content it failed to filter, even if
it lacked knowledge of the content. See
Stratton Oakmont, Inc. v. Prodigy Ser-
vices Co., 1995 WL 323710, *5 (N.Y. Sup.
Ct. May 24, 1995) (‘‘Prodigy’s conscious
choice, to gain the benefits of editorial
control, has opened it up to a greater
liability than CompuServe and other com-
puter networks that make no such
choice.’’), superseded by statute, Communi-
cations Decency Act, Pub. L. No. 104-104,
110 Stat. 137, as recognized in Shiamili v.
Real Estate Group of N.Y., Inc., 17 N.Y.3d
281, 929 N.Y.S.2d 19, 952 N.E.2d 1011
(2011). Representative Chris Cox warned
during debates on proposed legislation
aimed at overruling Stratton Oakmont,
that premising liability on providers’ ef-

forts to filter out offensive material was
deterring software companies from provid-
ing the filtering software and tools that
could help parents block pornography and
other offensive material from their home
computers. See 141 Cong. Rec. 22,045
(1995) (statement of Rep. Cox).

The Stratton Oakmont decision, along
with the increasing public concern about
pornography on the internet, served as
catalysts for legislators to consider greater
internet regulation. Congress considered,
in early 1995, two different amendments to
the Telecommunications Act. The first,
called the Exon-Coats amendment, target-
ed pornography at the source by prohibit-
ing its dissemination. See id. at 16,068.
Proponents of this bill argued that parents
lacked the technological sophistication
needed to implement online-filtration tools
and that the government therefore needed
to step in. Id. at 16,099. The second pro-
posal, entitled the Online Family Empow-
erment Act (‘‘OFEA’’), targeted internet
pornography at the receiving end by en-
couraging further development of filtration
tools. Id. at 22,044. Proponents of this bill
pointed out that prohibiting pornography
at the source raised constitutional issues
involving prior restraint, and argued that
parents, not government bureaucrats,
were better positioned to protect their
children from offensive online material. Id.
at 16,013.

On February 1, 1996, Congress enacted
both approaches as part of the CDA. The
Exon-Coats amendment was codified at 47
U.S.C. § 223, but was later invalidated by
Reno v. ACLU, 521 U.S. 844, 877–79, 117
S.Ct. 2329, 138 L.Ed.2d 874 (1997). Before
us is OFEA’s approach, enacted as
§ 230(c)(2) of the CDA. See Pub L. No.
104-104, § 509, 110 Stat. 56, 137–39. By

(B) any action taken to enable or make
available to information content providers
or others the technical means to restrict

access to material described in paragraph
[A].’’

47 U.S.C. § 230(c)(2)(A), (B).
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immunizing internet-service providers
from liability for any action taken to
block, or help users block offensive and
objectionable online content, Congress
overruled Stratton Oakmont and thereby
encouraged the development of more so-
phisticated methods of online filtration.
See H.R. Conf. Rep. No. 104-879, at 194
(1996).

The history of § 230(c)(2) shows that
access to pornography was Congress’s mo-
tivating concern, but the language used in
§ 230 included much more, covering any
online material considered to be ‘‘exces-
sively violent, harassing, or otherwise ob-
jectionable.’’ See 47 U.S.C. § 230(c)(2)(A)–
(B). Perhaps to guide the interpretation of
this broad language, Congress took the
rather unusual step of setting forth policy
goals in the immediately preceding para-
graph of the statute. See id. § 230(b). Of
the five goals, three are particularly rele-
vant here. These goals were ‘‘to encourage
the development of technologies which
maximize user control’’; ‘‘to empower par-
ents to restrict their children’s access to
objectionable or inappropriate online con-
tent’’; and ‘‘to preserve the vibrant and
competitive free market that presently ex-
ists for the Internet and other interactive
computer services.’’ See id. § 230(b)(2)–(4).

[1] This court has decided one prior
case where we considered the scope of
§ 230, but were principally concerned with
which types of online-service providers
Congress intended to immunize. See Zan-
go, 568 F.3d at 1175. We acknowledged
that providers of computer security soft-
ware can benefit from § 230 immunity, and
that such providers have discretion to
identify what online content is considered
‘‘objectionable,’’ id., but we had no reason
to discuss the scope of that discretion. The
separate concurrence in Zango focused on
the future need for considering appropri-
ate limitations on provider control. See id.
at 1178–80 (Fisher, J. concurring). District

courts have differed in their interpreta-
tions of Zango and the discretion granted
to providers. What is clear to us from the
statutory language, history, and case law is
that providers do not have unfettered dis-
cretion to declare online content ‘‘objec-
tionable’’ and blocking and filtering deci-
sions that are driven by anticompetitive
animus are not entitled to immunity under
section 230(c)(2).

FACTUAL BACKGROUND

Plaintiff-appellant Enigma Software
Group USA, LLC, is a Florida company
that sells computer security software na-
tionwide. Malwarebytes Inc., a Delaware
corporation headquartered in California,
also sells computer security software na-
tionwide. Malwarebytes and Enigma are
therefore direct competitors.

Providers of computer security software
help users identify and block malicious or
threatening software, termed malware,
from their computers. Each provider gen-
erates its own criteria to determine what
software might threaten users. Defendant
Malwarebytes programs its software to
search for what it calls Potentially Un-
wanted Programs (‘‘PUPs’’). PUPs include,
for example, what Malwarebytes describes
as software that contains ‘‘obtrusive, mis-
leading, or deceptive advertisements,
branding or search practices.’’ Once Mal-
warebytes’s security software is purchased
and installed on a user’s computer, it scans
for PUPs, and according to Enigma’s com-
plaint, if the user tries to download a
program that Malwarebytes has deter-
mined to be a PUP, a pop-up alert warns
the user of a security risk and advises the
user to stop the download and block the
potentially threatening content.

Malwarebytes and Enigma have been
direct competitors since 2008, the year of
Malwarebytes’s inception. In their first
eight years as competitors, neither Enig-
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ma nor Malwarebytes flagged the other’s
software as threatening or unwanted. In
late 2016, however, Malwarebytes revised
its PUP-detection criteria to include any
program that, according to Malwarebytes,
users did not seem to like.

After the revision, Malwarebytes’s soft-
ware immediately began flagging Enig-
ma’s most popular programs—RegHunter
and SpyHunter—as PUPs. Thereafter,
anytime a user with Malwarebytes’s soft-
ware tried to download those Enigma pro-
grams, the user was alerted of a security
risk and, according to Enigma’s complaint,
the download was prohibited, i.e. Malware-
bytes ‘‘quarantined’’ the programs. Enig-
ma alleges that Malwarebytes’s new defini-
tion of a PUP includes subjective criteria
that Malwarebytes has ‘‘implemented at its
own malicious whim’’ in order to identify
Enigma’s programs as threats. Enigma
characterizes the revision as a ‘‘guise’’ for
anticompetitive conduct, and alleges that
its programs are ‘‘legitimate’’, ‘‘highly re-
garded’’, and ‘‘pose no security threat.’’ As
a result of Malwarebytes’s actions, Enigma
claims that it has lost customers and reve-
nue and experienced harm to its reputa-
tion.

Enigma brought this action against Mal-
warebytes in early 2017, in the Southern
District of New York. Enigma claimed that
Malwarebytes has used its PUP-modifica-
tion process to advance a ‘‘bad faith cam-
paign of unfair competition’’ aimed at ‘‘de-
ceiving consumers and interfering with
[Enigma’s] customer relationships.’’

Enigma’s complaint alleged four claims,
three under New York state law and one
under federal law. The first state-law claim
accused Malwarebytes of using deceptive
business practices in violation of New York
General Business Law § 349. Enigma’s
second and third state-law claims alleged
tortious interference with business and
contractual relations in violation of New
York state common law. The federal claim

accused Malwarebytes of making false and
misleading statements to deceive consum-
ers into choosing Malwarebytes’s security
software over Enigma’s, in violation of the
Lanham Act, 15 U.S.C. § 1125(a)(1)(B).

Malwarebytes sought a change of venue.
Although Enigma maintained that venue
was proper in New York because Malware-
bytes’s conduct affected users and comput-
ers within that state, the conduct at issue
had national reach. The district court
therefore granted Malwarebytes’s motion
to transfer the case to the Northern Dis-
trict of California, where Malwarebytes is
headquartered.

Malwarebytes then moved to dismiss for
failure to state a claim, arguing that it was
immune from liability under § 230(c)(2) of
the CDA. The district court granted the
motion, finding that under the reasoning of
our decision in Zango, Malwarebytes was
immune under § 230 on all of Enigma’s
claims. The district court interpreted Zan-
go to mean that anti-malware software
providers are free to block users from
accessing any material that those provid-
ers, in their discretion, deem to be objec-
tionable. Given Malwarebytes’s status as a
provider of filtering software, and its as-
sertion that Enigma’s programs are poten-
tially unwanted, the district court held that
Malwarebytes could not be liable under
state law for blocking users’ access to
Enigma’s programs.

With respect to the federal claim, the
district court had to consider the intellec-
tual property exception to the CDA’s im-
munity provision set forth in 47 U.S.C.
§ 230(e)(2). The somewhat opaque excep-
tion states that § 230 immunity ‘‘shall not
be construed to limit or expand any law
pertaining to intellectual property.’’ Id.
Enigma’s federal claim alleged false adver-
tising under the Lanham Act, and Enigma
contended that immunity did not apply
because that statute deals with intellectual
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property, i.e. trademarks. The district
court reasoned, however, that although the
Lanham Act itself deals with intellectual
property, Enigma’s false advertising claim
did not relate to any type of intellectual
property and therefore § 230 immunity
encompassed that claim as well. Having
concluded that Malwarebytes was immune
on all four claims, the district court dis-
missed the complaint and granted judg-
ment for Malwarebytes.

On appeal, Enigma primarily contends
that the district court erred in interpreting
our Zango opinion to give online service
providers unlimited discretion to block on-
line content, and that the Good Samaritan
blocking provision does not provide such
sweeping immunity that it encompasses
anticompetitive conduct.

DISCUSSION

I. Scope of § 230(c)(2) Immunity as
Applied to State-Law Claims

The district court held that our opinion
in Zango controlled, and interpreted Zan-
go to mean that an online-service provider
cannot be liable for blocking internet users
from accessing online content that the pro-
vider considers objectionable, regardless of
the provider’s motivations or the harmful
effects of the blocking. The scope of the
statutory catchall phrase, ‘‘otherwise ob-
jectionable,’’ was not at issue in Zango,
however. The central issue in Zango was
whether § 230 immunity applies to filtering
software providers like the defendant Kas-
persky in that case, and both parties in
this case. See 568 F.3d at 1173, 1176. We
held such providers had immunity. Id. at
1177–78. At the end of our majority opin-
ion, we emphasized the relevant statutory
language in stating that § 230 permits
providers to block material ‘‘that either the
provider or the user considers TTT objec-
tionable.’’ See id. at 1177 (original empha-
sis). The district court focused on that
sentence and reasoned that Malwarebytes

had unfettered discretion to select what
criteria makes a program ‘‘objectionable’’
under § 230, and further, that the court
was not to analyze Malwarebytes’s reasons
for doing so.

The majority in Zango did not, however,
address whether there were limitations on
a provider’s discretion to declare online
content ‘‘objectionable.’’ No such issue was
raised in the appeal. We noted that Zango
‘‘waived’’ the argument that its software
was not ‘‘objectionable.’’ See id. at 1176–77.
We therefore held that § 230 immunity
covered Kaspersky’s decision to block
users from accessing the type of content at
issue in that case and concluded that § 230
permits providers to block material that
‘‘the provider considers TTT objectionable.’’
Id. at 1177.

It was Judge Fisher’s concurring opin-
ion in Zango that framed the issue for
future litigation as to whether the term
‘‘objectionable’’ might be construed in a
way that would immunize providers even if
they blocked online content for improper
reasons. See id. at 1178–80 (Fisher, J.
concurring). Judge Fisher warned that ex-
tending immunity beyond the facts of that
case could ‘‘pose serious problems,’’ partic-
ularly where a provider is charged with
using § 230 immunity to advance an anti-
competitive agenda. See id. at 1178. He
said that an ‘‘unbounded’’ reading of the
phrase ‘‘otherwise objectionable’’ would al-
low a content provider to ‘‘block content
for anticompetitive purposes or merely at
its malicious whim.’’ Id.

District courts nationwide have grappled
with the issues discussed in Zango’s ma-
jority and concurring opinions, and have
reached differing results. Like the district
court in this case, at least two other feder-
al district courts have relied on Zango to
dismiss software-provider lawsuits against
Malwarebytes where the plaintiff claimed
that Malwarebytes improperly character-
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ized the plaintiff’s software as a PUP. See
PC Drivers Headquarters, LP v. Malware-
bytes Inc., 371 F. Supp. 3d 652 (N.D. Cal.
2019); PC Drivers Headquarters, LP v.
Malwarebytes, Inc., No. 1:18-CV-234-RP,
2018 WL 2996897, at *1 (W.D. Tex. Apr.
23, 2018).

Other district courts have viewed our
holding in Zango to be less expansive. See
Song fi Inc. v. Google, Inc., 108 F. Supp.
3d 876, 884 (N.D. Cal. 2015) (noting that
just because ‘‘the statute requires the user
or service provider to subjectively believe
the blocked or screened material is objec-
tionable does not mean anything or every-
thing YouTube finds subjectively objec-
tionable is within the scope of Section
230(c),’’ and concluding that, ‘‘[o]n the con-
trary such an ‘unbounded’ reading TTT

would enable content providers to ‘block
content for anticompetitive reasons[.]’ ’’)
(quoting Judge Fisher’s concurrence in
Zango); Sherman v. Yahoo! Inc., 997 F.
Supp. 2d 1129, 1138 (S.D. Cal. 2014)
(same); see also Holomaxx Techs. v. Mi-
crosoft Corp., 783 F. Supp. 2d 1097, 1104
(N.D. Cal. Mar. 11, 2011) (acknowledging
that a provider’s subjective determination
of what constitutes objectionable material
under § 230(c)(2) is not limitless, but find-
ing that the harassing emails in that case
were reasonably objectionable).

[2] We find these decisions recognizing
limitations in the scope of immunity to be
persuasive. The courts interpreting Zango
as providing unlimited immunity seem to
us to have stretched our opinion in Zango
too far. This is because the focus of that
appeal was neither what type of material
may be blocked, nor why it may be
blocked, but rather who benefits from
§ 230 immunity. The issue was whether
§ 230 immunity applies to filtering-soft-
ware providers. See Zango, 568 F.3d at
1173. We answered that question in the
affirmative, explaining that Kaspersky was
the type of ‘‘interactive computer service’’

to which § 230(c)(2) expressly referred,
and that Kaspersky was engaged in the
type of conduct to which § 230(c)(2) gener-
ally applies. Id. at 1175–76.

As relevant here, the majority opinion in
Zango establishes only that Malwarebytes,
as a filtering-software provider, is an enti-
ty to which the immunity afforded by § 230
would apply. The majority opinion does not
require us to hold that we lack the authori-
ty to question Malwarebytes’s determina-
tions of what content to block. We must
therefore in this case analyze § 230 to
decide what limitations, if any, there are
on the ability of a filtering software provid-
er to block users from receiving online
programming.

[3] The legal question before us is
whether § 230(c)(2) immunizes blocking
and filtering decisions that are driven by
anticompetitive animus. The majority in
Zango had no occasion to address the is-
sue, and the parties in that case were not
competitors. See 568 F. 3d at 1170 (ex-
plaining Kaspersky is a security software
provider; Zango provides an online service
for users to stream movies, video games,
and music). This is the first § 230 case we
are aware of that involves direct competi-
tors.

In this appeal, Enigma alleges that Mal-
warebytes blocked Enigma’s programs for
anticompetitive reasons, not because the
programs’ content was objectionable with-
in the meaning of § 230, and that § 230
does not provide immunity for anticompeti-
tive conduct. Malwarebytes’s position is
that, given the catchall, Malwarebytes has
immunity regardless of any anticompeti-
tive motives.

We cannot accept Malwarebytes’s posi-
tion, as it appears contrary to CDA’s histo-
ry and purpose. Congress expressly pro-
vided that the CDA aims ‘‘to preserve the
vibrant and competitive free market that
presently exists for the Internet and other
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interactive computer services’’ and to ‘‘re-
move disincentives for the development
and utilization of blocking and filtering
technologies.’’ § 230(b)(2)–(3). Congress
said it gave providers discretion to identify
objectionable content in large part to pro-
tect competition, not suppress it. Id. In
other words, Congress wanted to encour-
age the development of filtration technolo-
gies, not to enable software developers to
drive each other out of business.

In the infancy of the internet, the un-
willingness of Congress to spell out the
meaning of ‘‘otherwise objectionable’’ was
understandable. The broad grant of pro-
tective control over online content may
have been more readily acceptable in an
era before the potential magnitude of in-
ternet communication was fully compre-
hended. Indeed, the fears of harmful con-
tent at the time led Congress to enact, in
the same statute, an outright ban on the
dissemination of online pornography, a ban
which the Supreme Court swiftly rejected
as unconstitutional a year later. See Reno
v. ACLU, 521 U.S. at 877–79, 117 S.Ct.
2329 (striking down 47 U.S.C. § 223).

We must today recognize that interpret-
ing the statute to give providers unbridled
discretion to block online content would, as
Judge Fisher warned, enable and poten-
tially motivate internet-service providers
to act for their own, and not the public,
benefit. See 568 F.3d at 1178 (Fisher, J.,
concurring). Immunity for filtering prac-
tices aimed at suppressing competition,
rather than protecting internet users,
would lessen user control over what infor-
mation they receive, contrary to Con-
gress’s stated policy. See § 230(b)(3) (to
maximize user control over what content
they view). Indeed, users selecting a secu-
rity software provider must trust that the
provider will block material consistent with
that user’s desires. Users would not rea-
sonably anticipate providers blocking valu-
able online content in order to stifle com-

petition. Immunizing anticompetitive
blocking would, therefore, be contrary to
another of the statute’s express policies:
‘‘removing disincentives for the utilization
of blocking and filtering technologies.’’ Id.
§ 230(b)(4).

[4] We therefore reject Malware-
bytes’s position that § 230 immunity ap-
plies regardless of anticompetitive pur-
pose. But we cannot, as Enigma asks us to
do, ignore the breadth of the term ‘‘objec-
tionable’’ by construing it to cover only
material that is sexual or violent in nature.
Enigma would have us read the general,
catchall phrase ‘‘otherwise objectionable’’
as limited to the categories of online mate-
rial described in the seven specific catego-
ries that precede it. See 47 U.S.C.
§ 230(c)(2) (describing material that is ‘‘ob-
scene, lewd, lascivious, filthy, excessively
violent, harassing or otherwise objectiona-
ble.’’). Enigma argues that its software has
no such content, and that Malwarebytes
therefore cannot claim immunity for block-
ing it.

[5, 6] Enigma relies on the principle of
ejusdem generis, which teaches that when
a generic term follows specific terms, the
generic term should be construed to refer-
ence subjects akin to those with the specif-
ic enumeration. See, e.g., Norfolk & W. Ry.
Co. v. Am. Train Dispatchers Ass’n, 499
U.S. 117, 129, 111 S.Ct. 1156, 113 L.Ed.2d
95 (1991). But the specific categories listed
in § 230(c)(2) vary greatly: Material that is
lewd or lascivious is not necessarily similar
to material that is violent, or material that
is harassing. If the enumerated categories
are not similar, they provide little or no
assistance in interpreting the more general
category. We have previously recognized
this concept. See Sacramento Reg’l Cty.
Sanitation Dist. v. Reilly, 905 F.2d 1262,
1270 (9th Cir. 1990) (‘‘Where the list of
objects that precedes the ‘or other’ phrase
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is dissimilar, ejusdem generis does not ap-
ply’’).

We think that the catchall was more
likely intended to encapsulate forms of
unwanted online content that Congress
could not identify in the 1990s. But even if
ejusdem generis did apply, it would not
support Enigma’s narrow interpretation of
‘‘otherwise objectionable.’’ Congress want-
ed to give internet users tools to avoid not
only violent or sexually explicit materials,
but also harassing materials. Spam, mal-
ware and adware could fairly be placed
close enough to harassing materials to at
least be called ‘‘otherwise objectionable’’
while still being faithful to the principle of
ejusdem generis. Several district courts
have, for example, regarded unsolicited
marketing emails as ‘‘objectionable.’’ See,
e.g., Holomaxx, 783 F. Supp. 2d at 1104;
e360Insight, LLC v. Comcast Corp., 546 F.
Supp. 2d 605, 608–610 (N.D. Ill. 2008); see
also Smith v. Trusted Universal Stan-
dards In Elec. Transactions, Inc., No.
CIV09-4567-RBK-KMW, 2010 WL
1799456, at *6 (D.N.J. May 4, 2010). But
we do not, in this appeal, determine the
precise relationship between the term
‘‘otherwise objectionable’’ and the seven
categories that precede it. We conclude
only that if a provider’s basis for objecting
to and seeking to block materials is be-
cause those materials benefit a competitor,
the objection would not fall within any
category listed in the statute and the im-
munity would not apply.

[7] Malwarebytes’s fallback position is
that, even if it would lack immunity for
anticompetitive blocking, Malwarebytes
has found Enigma’s programs ‘‘objectiona-
ble’’ for legitimate reasons based on the
programs’ content. Malwarebytes asserts
that Enigma’s programs, SpyHunter and
RegHunter, use ‘‘deceptive tactics’’ to
scare users into believing that they have to
download Enigma’s programs to prevent
their computers from being infected. Enig-

ma alleges, however, that its programs
‘‘pose no security threat’’ and that Malwar-
ebytes’s justification for blocking these ‘‘le-
gitimate’’ and ‘‘highly regarded’’ programs
was a guise for anticompetitive animus.

The district court interpreted our hold-
ing in Zango to foreclose this debate en-
tirely, implicitly reasoning that if Malware-
bytes has sole discretion to select what
programs are ‘‘objectionable,’’ the court
need not evaluate the reasons for the des-
ignation. Because we hold that § 230 does
not provide immunity for blocking a com-
petitor’s program for anticompetitive rea-
sons, and because Enigma has specifically
alleged that the blocking here was anti-
competitive, Enigma’s claims survive the
motion to dismiss. We therefore reverse
the dismissal of Enigma’s state-law claims
and we remand for further proceedings.

II. The Federal Claim and the CDA’s
Intellectual Property Exception

Enigma’s fourth claim is a claim for
false advertising under the Lanham Act, a
statute dealing with a form of intellectual
property, i.e. trademarks. Enigma alleges
that Malwarebytes publicly mischaracter-
ized Enigma’s programs SpyHunter and
RegHunter as potentially unwanted or
PUPs, and it did so in order to interfere
with Enigma’s customer base and divert
those customers to Malwarebytes.

Section 230(e)(2) of the CDA contains an
exception to immunity for intellectual
property claims. See 47 U.S.C. § 230(e)(2).
This exception, known as the intellectual
property carve out, states that § 230 im-
munity shall not ‘‘limit or expand any law
pertaining to intellectual property.’’ Id. In
light of that exception, Enigma contends
that immunity would not bar Enigma’s
Lanham Act claim, even if immunity is
available to Malwarebytes on the state law
claims. Although Enigma’s claim does not
itself involve an intellectual property right,
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Enigma characterizes its federal false ad-
vertising claim as one ‘‘pertaining to intel-
lectual property’’ within the meaning of
§ 230(e)(2) because the Lanham Act deals
with intellectual property. The district
court rejected this argument, and rightly
so.

[8] This is because even though the
Lanham Act is known as the federal trade-
mark statute, not all claims brought under
the statute involve trademarks. The Act
contains two parts, one governing trade-
mark infringement and another governing
false designations of origin, false descrip-
tions, and dilution. Compare 15 U.S.C.
§ 1114 (trademark infringement) with id.
§ 1125 (the rest). The latter, § 1125, cre-
ates two bases of liability, false association
and false advertising. Compare
§ 1125(a)(1)(A) (false association) with
§ 1125(a)(1)(B) (false advertising). Thus,
although ‘‘much of the Lanham Act ad-
dresses the registration, use, and infringe-
ment of trademarks and related marks,
TTT § 1125(a) is one of the few provisions
that goes beyond trademark protection.’’
Dastar Corp. v. Twentieth Cent. Fox Film
Corp., 539 U.S. 23, 28–29, 123 S.Ct. 2041,
156 L.Ed.2d 18 (2003).

In this appeal, we must decide whether
the exception to immunity contained in
§ 230(e)(2) applies to false advertising
claims brought under the Lanham Act.
Our court has not addressed the issue,
although we have considered the exception
as it would apply to state law claims. See
Perfect 10 v. CCBill, LLC, 488 F.3d 1102,
1118–19 (9th Cir. 2007) (concluding that
the intellectual property exception in
§ 230(e)(2) was not intended to cover intel-
lectual property claims brought under
state law); see also Gen. Steel Domestic
Sales, L.L.C. v. Chumley, 840 F.3d 1178,
1182 (10th Cir. 2016) (declining to analyze
the intellectual property exception; ex-
plaining that because ‘‘§ 230 does not con-
tain the grant of immunity from suit con-

tended for, it is unnecessary to discuss its
applicability to the Lanham Act false ad-
vertising claims’’).

[9, 10] We have observed before that
because Congress did not define the term
‘‘intellectual property law,’’ it should be
construed narrowly to advance the CDA’s
express policy of providing broad immuni-
ty. See Perfect 10, 488 F.3d at 1119. One of
these express policy reasons for providing
immunity was, as Congress stated in
§ 230(b)(2), ‘‘to preserve the vibrant and
competitive free market that presently ex-
ists for the Internet and other interactive
computer services, unfettered by Federal
or State regulation.’’ 47 U.S.C. § 230(b)(2).
The intellectual property exception is a
limitation on immunity, and the CDA’s
stated congressional purpose counsels
against an expansive interpretation of the
exception that would diminish the scope of
immunity. If the intellectual property law
exception were to encompass any claim
raised under the Lanham Act—including
false advertising claims that do not direct-
ly involve intellectual property rights—it
would create a potential for new liability
that would upset, rather than ‘‘preserve’’
the vibrant culture of innovation on the
internet that Congress envisioned. Id.

[11] We therefore hold that the intel-
lectual property exception contained in
§ 230(e)(2) encompasses claims pertaining
to an established intellectual property
right under federal law, like those inherent
in a patent, copyright, or trademark. The
exception does not apply to false advertis-
ing claims brought under § 1125(a) of the
Lanham Act, unless the claim itself in-
volves intellectual property.

[12] Here, Enigma’s Lanham Act
claim derives from the statute’s false ad-
vertising provision. Enigma alleges that
Malwarebytes mischaracterized Enigma’s
most popular software programs in order
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to divert Enigma’s customers to Malware-
bytes. These allegations do not relate to or
involve trademark rights or any other in-
tellectual property rights. Thus, Enigma’s
false advertising claim is not a claim ‘‘per-
taining to intellectual property law’’ within
the meaning of § 230(e)(2). The district
court correctly concluded that the intellec-
tual property exception to immunity does
not encompass Enigma’s Lanham Act
claim.

[13] The district court went on to hold,
however, as it did with the state law
claims, that Malwarebytes is nevertheless
immune from liability under our decision
in Zango. As we have explained with re-
spect to the state law claims, Zango did
not define an unlimited scope of immunity
under § 230, and immunity under that
section does not extend to anticompetitive
conduct. Because the federal claim, like
the state claims, is based on allegations of
such conduct, the federal claim survives
dismissal. We therefore reverse the dis-
trict court’s judgment in favor of Malware-
bytes and remand for further proceedings
on this claim as well.

CONCLUSION

The judgment of the district court is
reversed and the case is remanded for
further proceedings consistent with this
opinion.

REVERSED and REMANDED.

RAWLINSON, Circuit Judge,
dissenting:

In his concurring opinion in Zango, Inc.
v. Kaspersky Lab, Inc., 568 F.3d 1169,
1179–80 (9th Cir. 2009), Judge Fisher ac-
knowledged that ‘‘until Congress clarifies
the statute or a future litigant makes the
case for a possible limitation,’’ the ‘‘broadly
worded’’ Communications Decency Act
(the Act) afforded immunity to a distribu-
tor of Internet security software. Congress
has not further clarified the statute and

Enigma Software has not persuasively
made a case for limitation of the statute
beyond its provisions.

The majority opinion seeks to limit the
statute based on the fact that the parties
are competitors. See Majority Opinion, p.
1045. However, nothing in the statutory
provisions or our majority opinion in Zan-
go supports such a distinction. Rather the
‘‘broad language’’ of the Act specifically
encompasses ‘‘any action voluntarily taken
[by a provider] to restrict access to TTT

material that the provider TTT considers to
be TTT otherwise objectionable.’’ 47 U.S.C.
§ 230(c)(2)(A) (emphasis added). Under the
language of the Act, so long as the provid-
er’s action is taken to remove ‘‘otherwise
objectionable’’ material, the restriction of
access is immunized. See id. The majority’s
real complaint is not that the district court
construed the statute too broadly, but that
the statute is written too broadly. Howev-
er, that defect, if it is a defect, is one
beyond our authority to correct. See Baker
Botts LLP v. ASARCO LLC, ––– U.S.
1047, 135 S. Ct. 2158, 2169, 192 L.Ed.2d
208 (2015).

In particular, the majority holds that the
criteria for blocking online material may
not be based on the identity of the entity
that produced it. See Majority Opinion, p.
1047. Unfortunately, however, that conclu-
sion cannot be squared with the broad
language of the Act. Under the language
of the statute, if the blocked content is
‘‘otherwise objectionable’’ to the provider,
the Act bestows immunity. Zango, 568
F.3d at 1173 (‘‘[T]he statute plainly immu-
nizes from suit a provider of interactive
computer services that makes available
software that filters or screens material
that the user or the provider deems objec-
tionable.’’) (emphasis in the original); 1174
(‘‘According protection to providers of pro-
grams that filter adware and malware is
also consistent with the Congressional
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goals for immunity articulated in [47
U.S.C.] § 230 itself.’’). Although the parties
were not direct competitors, the plaintiff in
Zango asserted similar anti-competition ef-
fects. See id. at 1171–72. The majority’s
policy arguments are in conflict with our
recognition in Zango that the broad lan-
guage of the Act is consistent with ‘‘the
Congressional goals for immunity’’ as ex-
pressed in the language of the statute. Id.
at 1174. As the district court cogently not-
ed, we ‘‘must presume that a legislature
says in a statute what it means and means
in a statute what it says there.’’ Connecti-
cut Nat’l Bank v. Germain, 503 U.S. 249,
253–54, 112 S.Ct. 1146, 117 L.Ed.2d 391
(1992) (citations omitted).

I respectfully dissent.
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Background:  Defendant was convicted in
the United States District Court for the
Southern District of California, William Q.
Hayes, J., 2018 WL 1524503, of illegal
reentry by a previously deported alien.
Defendant appealed.

Holdings:  The Court of Appeals, Fried-
land, Circuit Judge, held that:

(1) rational basis review applied to statuto-
ry immigration classifications of chil-
dren based on their parents’ marital
status at time after their birth or on
parent’s custody status over them, and

(2) statutory immigration classifications of
children based on their parents’ marital
status at time after their birth or on
parent’s custody status over them were
rational.

Affirmed.

1. Criminal Law O1139
The Court of Appeals reviews de novo

both a district court’s denial of a motion
for judgment of acquittal and its determi-
nations regarding the constitutionality of a
statute.

2. Constitutional Law O3050
To determine the standard of review

applicable to an equal protection challenge
to a statutory classification, a court asks
whether the classification implicates a pro-
tected class.  U.S. Const. Amend. 14.

3. Constitutional Law O3057, 3060
If classification implicates a protected

class, a court considering an equal protec-
tion challenge to a statutory classification
applies some form of heightened scrutiny,
requiring the government to satisfy a more
exacting burden for the classification to
pass constitutional muster; if it does not,
and if there is no other reason to apply
heightened scrutiny, the classification must
be upheld if there is any reasonably con-
ceivable state of facts that could provide a
rational basis for it.  U.S. Const. Amend.
14.

4. Constitutional Law O4441
A statute permitting derivative citi-

zenship of an alien born abroad to alien
parents when both parents were natural-
ized or when one parent was naturalized
and the parents were legally separated,
but not when one parent was naturalized
and the parents were never married, is


